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Abstract: Federated learning (FL) is a type of distributed machine learning approacs that trains
global models through the collaboration of participants. It protects data privacy as participants only
contribute local models instead of sharing private local data. However, the performance of FL highly
relies on the number of participants and their contributions. When applying FL over conventional
computer networks, attracting more participants, encouraging participants to contribute more local
resources, and enabling efficient and effective collaboration among participants become very chal-
lenging. As software-defined networks (SDNs) enable open and flexible networking architecture
with separate control and data planes, SDNs provide standardized protocols and specifications to
enable fine-grained collaborations among devices. Applying FL approaches over SDNs can take use
such advantages to address challenges. A SDN control plane can have multiple controllers organized
in layers; the controllers in the lower layer can be placed in the network edge to deal with the
asymmetries in the attached switches and hosts, and the controller in the upper layer can supervise
the whole network centrally and globally. Applying FL in SDNs with a layered-distributed control
plane may be able to protect the data privacy of each participant while improving collaboration
among participants to produce higher-quality models over asymmetric networks. Accordingly, this
paper aims to make a comprehensive survey on the related mechanisms and solutions that enable FL
in SDNs. It highlights three major challenges, an incentive mechanism, privacy and security, and
model aggregation, which affect the quality and quantity of participants, the security and privacy
in model transferring, and the performance of the global model, respectively. The state of the art in
mechanisms and solutions that can be applied to address such challenges in the current literature are
categorized based on the challenges they face, followed by suggestions of future research directions.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first effort in surveying the state of the art in combining
FL with SDNs.

Keywords: federated learning; software-defined network; incentive mechanism; privacy and security;
aggregation

1. Introduction

Machine learning (ML) refers to computational approaches using experience to accom-
plish tasks, such as performance improvement or making accurate predictions. Experience
is typically the properties learned from data and made available for subsequent tasks.
Therefore, ML approaches are typically data-driven and have attracted increasing attention
as mass data’s achievements grow, with the development of the internet of things (IoT),
cloud computing, and big data [1]. ML approaches are typically centralized. As shown in
Figure 1a, a central server is involved to collect data from clients and train a model centrally.
The quantity and quality of the centralized training data play the major role in achieving a
high-quality model for tasks of such centralized ML approaches.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. The comparison of traditional machine learning and federated learning: (1) training task
distribution; (2) feeding local data; (3) local model transfer; (4) global model delivery. (a) Traditional
machine learning approaches; (b) The architecture and workflow of FL approaches.

However, centralized training data are not always available. Clients, in many cases
may not will to share their data due to privacy concerns. For instance, clinical institutions,
patients, insurance companies, and pharmacies often do not want to contribute their
healthcare data to train a high-quality model for a particular task [2,3]; banks, police offices,
and supermarkets also may not want to centralize their data to build a models classifying
people, predicting peoples’ behaviors, or making recommendations [4]. Therefore, how
to obtain a high quality and a sufficient quantity of training data have become issues that
limit the further development of the centralized ML approaches.

Federated learning (FL) is a type of distributed ML approaches that do not rely on
centralized training data and centralized model training [5]. As shown in Figure 1b, FL
approaches also consist of a central server and multiple clients. Given a training task,
a FL approach starts from the central server, passing the training task and broadcasting
the current global model to each client. Then, the clients participating in FL replace their
local models with the received global model, train new local models based on their local
data, and upload their local models to the central server. Finally the central server applies
aggregation algorithms based on the uploaded local models to produce a higher-quality
global model. The central server and clients repeat the above steps until the termination
requirements are met [6,7].

In general, FL approaches have three benefits: (1) data security and privacy is greatly
improved without data sharing and centralized data storing [8]; (2) central servers do
not need to store massive data, saving memory [9]; and (3) the computation pressure
of central servers is reduced as clients in FL approaches undertake part of the model’s
production training [10]. Additionally, FL approaches are able to supply participants with
a higher-quality model, although the volume of each local data set contributing to FL is
limited [11].

Therefore, FL approaches can be widely used in many fields such as healthcare,
smart-city sensing, and digital currency forecasting [12,13] due to its data privacy and
security [14,15]. However, FL approaches rely on participants to contribute their local
data and local models and cooperation between the central server and participants to
produce a global model in a distributed manner. Since conventional networks consist of
various devices provided by a huge range of providers, no protocols and specifications
are standardized to facilitate such cooperation, leading to significant difficulty for FL
approaches in attracting the participation of high-quality clients, detecting intrusion attacks
during the process of FL, and dealing with abnormal participant devices. Therefore, FL
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approaches have not been widely deployed in practice, although they have been a hot topic
in academic research.

Software-defined networks (SDNs) provide a novel networking structure that aims
to address the collaboration of network devices. A SDN architecture typically consists
of application, control, and data planes and was firstly proposed by Cleanslate Research
Group at Stanford University [16]. It decouples the control function from the forwarding
function [17]. The control functions are centralized in SDN controllers located in the control
plane, while the forwarding functions are performed by SDN switches located in the data
plane. SDN architecture provides open and standardized protocols and specifications to
enable the collaboration among controllers and between controllers and SDN switches.
Regarding the possible primitives for FL approaches, SDN controllers can collect data from
SDN switches, program the behaviors of SDN switches, and enforce global policies on
SDN switches using open and standardized protocols; SDN controllers can be layered,
organized with multiple local controllers in the lower layer and one root controller in the
upper layer. The local controllers in the lower layer can be placed in the network edge to
efficiently gather local data and local models, and the root controller in the upper layer can
act as the central server to aggregate local models and produce a global model through
standardized interfaces. Such SDNs with a distributed control plane allow FL approaches
to be applied in a more scalable manner. Distributed control planes can also be used to
cope with the symmetry and asymmetry in network topology, user distribution, and data
storage. Therefore, SDN controllers can manage the client’s participation willingness, offer
solutions to detect intrusion, handle abnormal devices [18], and balance the data privacy
and resource limitations of local model training for each participant in a given FL approach.

Applying FL in SDNs is an interdisciplinary research domain that may produce FL
approaches with high performance in communication and management [19]. However,
they have not been fully investigated in current research, and some challenges may be
faced in restricting thier further development. Aiming to provide secure, efficient, and high-
performance FL over SDNs, this paper comprehensively reviews the related mechanisms
provided by both FL and SDNs, and discusses the possibilities that combine FL with SDNs
to achieve this goal. We summarize three major challenges, including an incentive mecha-
nism for participants, privacy and security strategies for communication, and aggregation
methods for global model generation. We categorize the approaches proposed in current
research and analyze them based on their challenges.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first effort that comprehensively reviews
the possible mechanisms and approaches that may enable FL over SDNs, although FL
has been applied in many areas and surveyed for various research purposes. The major
contributions of this paper are three-fold:

• We emphasize the importance of combining FL with SDNs as an important paradigm
shift towards enabling collaborative ML model training with better data privacy and
collaboration. We highlight the unique features of FL and SDNs, and discuss how they
can be combined with each other. We discuss SDNs with a distributed control plane,
consisting of multiple layered organized controllers, enabling scalable FL approaches
with the combination of edge computing and cloud computing.

• We introduce three major challenges consisting of the incentive mechanism for par-
ticipants, the privacy and security strategies for parameter communication, and ag-
gregation algorithms for the generation of high performance global models. For each
challenge, we present readers a comprehensive analysis of existing mechanisms, ap-
proaches, and solutions explored in current research.

• Future research issues, such as the evaluation of participants, anomaly detection,
and the scalability of FL are also suggested and discussed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. While Section 2 presents the related
work, Sections 3 and 4 provide the basic concepts and major components of FL and SDN,
respectively. Section 5 highlights three major challenges when applying FL over SDNs.
As Sections 6–8 provide the possible solutions proposed in current research to address the
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challenges, Section 9 suggests some future research directions followed by the conclusion
drawn in Section 10.

2. Related Work

FL approaches have been surveyed in many popular research scenarios, as listed in
Table 1. In regard to security issues, Lyu et al. [20] summarized the potential threats and
defenses, and Yin et al. [21] and Mothukuri et al. [22] offered comprehensive surveys on
data privacy and security. While Khan et al. [23] provided a comprehensive survey on FL
approaches, applications, and challenges over IoT, Pham et al. presented an exhaustive
review on FL over industrial IoT (IIoT) [24], Imteaj et al. [25] surveyed the existing problems
and solutions considering resource-constrained IoT devices. For other areas, Gadekallu
et al. [26] filled the vacancy in combining big data with FL; Jiang et al. [4] and Xu et al. [2]
analyzed the challenges and potentials of FL in smart cities and healthcare, respectively;
Xia et al. [27] and Nguyen et al. [28] focused on edge computing and summarized the
security and privacy issues when combining FL with edge computing. Applying FL in
6G and wireless networks were also surveyed by references [29–31]. However, no surveys
have been made, to the best of our knowledge, in the scenario of applying FL over SDNs,
and this survey fills such gap.

Table 1. The existing surveys of federated learning.

Scenario Reference Year Objective

IoT [23,25] 2021 security, resources,
incentive

IIoT [24] 2021 privacy, resource,
data management

big data [26] 2021

smart city [4] 2020 privacy and security,
communication

healthcare [2] 2021

edge computing [27,28] 2019-2021 communication,
security, resources

6G [29,30] 2020–2021 communication,
security

wireless network [31] 2020 computing, spec-
trum management

Others

[20–22] 2020–2021 threats and defense

[32] 2021 communication

[33] 2021 incentive mechanisms

3. Federated Learning

This section introduces the basic concepts and components of FL approaches. Three
types of FL approaches are categorized based on the data that train their models.

3.1. Basic Concepts and Components

FL refers to distributed ML approaches that solve the trouble of data silos and privacy.
FL approaches typically consist of one central server and multiple clients, as shown in
Figure 1b. FL approaches generate models in an iterative manner. Given a training task,
a FL approach typically contains the following four steps.

• Initializing the training task. The central server passes the training task and broadcasts
the current global model to each client, as shown by (1) in Figure 1b.
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• Local model training. Clients replace their local models with the received global model
and continue to train new local models based on their local data, as shown by (2) in
Figure 1b The training process continues until the number of iterations reaches the
maximum.

• Local model uploading. Clients upload their local models to the central server,
as shown by (3) in Figure 1b.

• Aggregating local models. The central server applies aggregation algorithms to
generate a global model based on the uploaded local models, as shown by (4) in
Figure 1b.

The central server and clients repeat the above four steps until the termination condi-
tions are fulfilled. As clients only need to upload their local model instead of sharing their
local data during the training process of FL, FL ensures their data privacy and security.
As each client only owns a very limited volume of data, the global model, aggregated by
the central server and based on all the local models trained by clients, can achieve a better
quality than the local models. By participating in the FL, clients gain a global model with
better general accuracy than their local ones.

3.2. Classification of FL

Although criteria such as network topology and ML models can be applied to cate-
gorize FL approaches, this paper categorizes the existing FL approaches according to the
partitioning of data used to train local models. Such a criterion has been widely used in
current research.

The partitioning of data can be done based on sample space and feature space. While
sample space refers to the name or identity of samples in the data set, feature space consists
of all the features provided by the samples. Given three samples, A, B, and C, where sample
A has features of weight, height, and birth date; sample B has features of age and education;
and sample C has features of weight, height, and income per year. Then the samples of A, B,
and C form the sample space, and the features of weight, height, birth date, age, education,
and income per year construct the feature space. When multiple clients participate in FL,
each client contributes its local data to training a local model. Since each local data set
may have various sample space and feature space, FL approaches can be categorized into
horizontal FL, vertical FL, and federated transfer learning.

• Horizontal federated learning. Horizontal FL approaches refer to the approaches that
have data sets with numerous features overlapped but few similar users. As illustrated
by Figure 2a, horizontal FL approaches extract the same features from different users
in the original data set to train local models and aggregate global models in FL. For in-
stance, we might apply a horizontal FL approach in two real banks. Each bank has
various customers because they are located in two different cities. However, the types
of information provided by each customer are similar, as the services provided by
each bank are similar. This demonstrates a use-case in which the data shares the same
feature space but varies in sample space. It meets the requirements for horizontal
FL approaches.
Many currently proposed FL approaches fall into the category of horizontal FL, and the
most famous one among them was proposed by Google, wherein a global model was
aggregated with the help of Android mobile phones that collected information from
different clients [34]. Horizontal FL was also used in the healthcare domain [2]. Our
previous work also applied horizontal FL to classify elephant flows over IoTs [35].

• Vertical federated learning. Contrary to horizontal FL, vertical FL is suitable for scenes
where data sets have the same users but with few user features in common, as pre-
sented in Figure 2b. An intermediate third party is meaningful for the participants
of vertical FL, as it can offer authentication and encryption for the training tasks.
Consider applying vertical FL to a supermarket and a bank in the same region. Al-
though the majority of users of the supermarket and the bank are the same due to the
same region in which they are located, such users have widely various features because
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supermarkets and banks provide completely different services to customers. However,
such two completely different institutions can contribute their data to produce a global
model in a vertical manner, though they are prohibited from communicating and do
not know what information each other provided. Cheng et al. [36] studied vertical FL
and proposed a privacy-preserving system called SecureBoost. This system compiled
information of multiple groups with common user samples but different feature sets
to enhance model training. However, Yang et al. [37] reported their belief that third
parties are not necessary.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. The structure of horizontal FL, vertical FL, and federated transfer learning. (a) Horizontal
federated learning; (b) Vertical federated learning; (c) Federated transfer learning.
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• Federated transfer learning. When two data sets have very little overlap between the
user features and the user samples, the training task can neither meet the requirements
of horizontal FL or vertical FL. In this case, federated transfer learning can be involved.
As illustrated in Figure 2c, given a supermarket in city A and a bank in city B, their
customers and services have almost no overlap. Federated transfer learning will find
similarities between these two different data sets when they participate in the model
training. References [38,39] studied federated transfer learning.

4. Software-Defined Networks

As illustrated in Figure 3, SDNs provide a novel networking structure that is composed
of application, control, and data planes [40]. While the application plane covers a large
number of network applications serving users, the control plane hosts SDN controllers
coordinating and managing the devices and flows all over the entire network, and the data
plane consisting of underlying network devices such as SDN switches and hosts. SDN
switches are dumb devices that have no control function. They rely on SDN controllers in
the control plane to generate forwarding rules. Accordingly, SDN controllers completely
decouple control functions from packet forwarding, and can fully control the behaviors of
SDN switches and flows all over the entire network.

Figure 3. Architecture of software-defined networks.

SDN architecture also defines three types of interfaces: the southbound, northbound,
and west/eastbound interfaces. While the southbound interface lies between the control
and data planes, the northbound interface is between the control and application planes,
and the west/eastbound interface is inside the control plane. The southbound interface is
for the control plane’s management of flows and configuration of switches in the data plane.
The northbound interface is for applications’ retrieval of information from the global view
maintained by controllers and conveyance of their desired configurations and behaviors to
the data plane. The west/eastbound interface enables compatibility and interoperability
among different controllers. SDNs have potential in many fields due to their openness,
flexibility, and programmability.

SDNs are able to effectively overcome some difficulties of FL including participants,
time efficiency, and management. In many networking scenarios, FL may face the challenge
of insufficient participants by default if there is inadequate remuneration. In SDNs, SDN
controllers can be super participants of FL since they have built-in mechanisms to collect
data from clients and much more computation and storage resources to handle data than
do clients. Regarding network intrusions that terribly impact the global model and data
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privacy of clients in FL, traditional networks do not provide mechanisms to coordinate the
clients and central server to detect intrusions timely. SDNs have controllers and switches
cooperating, using standardized interfaces, overcoming the abnormalities of detection
and defense more efficiently and effectively. Additionally, the central server in FL over
traditional networks does not have the capability to supervise clients. However, SDNs
controllers can supervise SDN switches all over the network, and one SDN controller can
supervise others using open and standardized interfaces if multiple controllers are included
in the control plane.

5. Federal Learning in Software-Defined Networks

This section discusses the combination of FL and SDNs. Three challenges are highlighted.

5.1. Combination of FL and SDNs

SDNs may have a centralized control plane and a distributed control plane [41]. While
a centralized control plane consists of only one controller that supervises all the devices in
the data plane, adistributed control plane consists of multiple controllers, each managing
a subset of controllers over the network. The controllers in a distributed control plane
are often organized in layers organized, as illustrated in Figure 4. A layered distributed
control plane typically consists of a root controller in the top layer and multiple local
controllers in the lower layer. Layered-distributed control planes can greatly improve the
computation and scalability of SDNs. When applying FL in such SDNs, the local controllers
are the participants that play the major role in collecting local data and training local
models, and the root controller acts as the central server that takes the responsibility for
aggravating global models. More importantly, controllers have stronger computation and
storage capability than switches and hosts, which improves the time efficiency of both local
and global models in the training process of FL.

Figure 4. SDN with a distributed control plane.

5.2. Challenges in Applying FL in SDNs

The combination of FL and SDN generates a huge advantage in coordinating central
servers with participants. However, it still faces many challenges. The rest of this sec-
tion summarizes the three major challenges that should be addressed in combining FL
with SDNs.

• Incentive mechanisms. Incentive mechanisms are used to encourage clients to partici-
pate in the training of FL and to make more contributions to global model aggregation.
Although FL over SDNs can force all the controllers in the SDN control plane to be
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participants, incentive mechanisms may be involved to distribute rewards based on
the contribution of participants, so that clients may be willing to contribute more and
higher-quality data and resources to train local models and to improve the global
model. Additionally, incentive mechanisms allow the central server and participants
to balance the resources competed for by the FL and the other tasks running on SDN
controllers.

• Security and privacy. Security and privacy have always been the key issues in the
research of FL. Although the local controllers, as the participants in FL approaches,
only need to transfer local models instead of local data, there is still a risk of privacy
leakage. When applying FL in SDNs, the openness and programmability of SDNs,
on the one hand, make FL more flexible and manageable; on the other hand, they also
increase the security and privacy risks. In particular, the hidden security troubles in
SDN architecture, controllers, and interfaces may completely destroy the aggregation,
the related models, and the data.

• Global model aggregation. The performance of FL approaches is directly affected by
the aggregation mechanisms involved. Although SDN controllers can use = builtin
protocols and interfaces to alleviate this problem, such mechanisms’ speed and quality
are the major concerns when deploying FL in SDNs.

5.3. Dealing with Asymmetry in FL and SDNs

Controllers in a layered, distributed control plane are often symmetrically organized.
Given a data plane with a huge number SDN switches, the simplest way to manage it is
to deploy a layered, distributed control plane consisting of multiple controllers, each of
which manages a partition of the data plane to form a symmetrical structure. However,
each network partition may present an asymmetry due to the number of distributed users,
the quantity of switches attached, and the volume of user data stored. Such asymme-
tries can cause huge difficulties in selecting participants, designing incentive mechanisms,
and developing aggregation algorithms for FL approaches. However, since SDN archi-
tecture allows controllers to cooperate with each others and to manage the behavior of
switches and flows using open and standardized protocols and interfaces, applying FL in
SDNs provides more builtin primitives to overcome these difficulties.

6. Incentive Mechanisms

In this section, we summarize the currently proposed incentive mechanisms and fur-
ther categorize the mechanisms into game theory, contract theory, auction theory, and fair-
ness theory. The major relevant solutions are listed in Table 2.

6.1. Game Theory

Game theory is an important branch of economics. It studies the strategies of multiple
individuals or groups in a game. Game theory is widely used to generate incentive
mechanisms in many fields such as edge computing [42], device communication [43],
and mobile systems [44]. It also has been used to generate incentive mechanisms in FL. We
summarize the major models based on game theory for incentive systems in FL approaches.

• The Stackelberg model is a classical game theory model that stipulates a leader and
followers. In FL, the central server is the leader, and the clients are the followers.
The followers may report their available resource and unit price to the leader, and the
central server gives each follower unequal returns based on its budget to achieve the
goal that minimizes or maximizes a particular objective. The leader and followers
can be defined variously. While Sarikaya et al. [45] defined the model owner (server)
as the leader and the workers (mobile devices) as the followers to improve FL effi-
ciency; Khan et al. [46] set the base station as the leader and the participating users
as followers to improve the accuracy of the global model; Feng et al. [47] specified
the mobile devices as leaders and the model owner as the follower to determine the
training data sizes for leaders and followers when applying FL in a communication
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framework; and Sun et al. [48] applied the Stackelberg model to adjust the number
and the level of customers participating in the global model aggregation in FL. Al-
though many researchers believed that the Stackelberg game existed between leaders
and followers, Pandey et al. [49], Xiao et al. [50], and Hu et al. [51] reported their
belief that the Stackelberg game should also exist between the followers. They divided
the Stackelberg game into two stages: the leader’s releasing rewards stage and the
followers’ maximizing their benefits stage. Zhan et al. [52] introduced deep reinforce-
ment learning based on the two-stage Stackelberg model to determine the optimal
pricing and training strategies for the central server and the participants (edge nodes),
respectively. However, many researchers believed that it was difficult to find the best
strategy based on game theory alone due to the complex networking environment.

Table 2. The existing research on incentive mechanisms.

Approach Reference Objectives

Game

Stackelberg

[45,46,48–52] Leader: central server
Follower: participants

[47] Leader: mobile devices
Follower: model owner

auction [53–57] Buyer: central server
Seller: clients

NC game [58–60] stimulus sharing
by trading

Shapley [61,62] calculate contribution

Nash equilibrium [63,64] collaboration strategy

contract theory

[65] decentralized incen-
tive

[66,67] based on data
and work

[68,69] dynamic
renewal contract

[70–72] multi-dimensional in-
formation

[73] value-
driven incentive

[74] built on Ethereum

fairness theory

[75,76] reputation
incentive protocol

[77–79] reporting
costs truthfully

[76] rewards
and punishments

• Auction theory is a type of game theory that includes auctioneers and bidders. When
applying auction theory to encourage clients to participate in FL, the auctioneers
release the task, the bidders bid for the necessary cost in FL training, and the auc-
tioneers determine the winners. Le et al. [53,54] let the base station play the role of
auctioneer and the mobile clients act as bidders. The base station released the task and
the mobile clients sent bids to the base station for the necessary cost. The base station
determined the winner from the bidders based on the relevant algorithm and paid the
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reward. Yu et al. [55] also attracted devices with high-quality data through dynamic
payoff sharing based on auction theory to eliminate the mismatch between returns and
contributions. However, bidding price is not the only element in auctions. More than
50% of results may be influenced by the other factors [80], and therefore, it is important
to consider the multiple dimensions of the data. For instance, Zend et al. [56] brought
a multi-dimensional incentive framework for FL to derive optimal strategies for edge
devices, Jiao et al. [57] designed a reverse multi-dimension auction system to better
evaluate the value of each participant.

• Non-cooperative game is a type of game in which individual players compete with
each other. Applying non-cooperative gamed in FL implies the central server and
clients do not cooperate. As Tang et al. [58] maximized the efficiency and balanced
participants’ situations and budgets through a non-cooperative game, Pan et al. [59]
proposed applying a non-cooperative game to determine the best security strategy
for nodes and to attract participants, and Chai et al. [60] involved a non-cooperative
game in internet of vehicles (IoVs) networks based on blockchain.

• The Shapley value is used in cooperative game theory to fairly distribute both gains
and costs to several actors working in coalition. Cooperative game theory involves a
coalition for all players in the game. The gains and costs are computed by the coalition.
While Song et al. [61] calculated the Shapley value of data providers in FL to determine
their returns, Sim et al. [62] proposed a reward scheme that computed the Shapley
value to weigh the contributions of devices to allot rewards.

• The Nash equilibrium is a fundamental game theory model introduced by John
Nash [81]. In this model, none of the players can unilateterally change their strategy
to increase their payoff. It is a cooperative model in which all strategies are mutual
best responses to each other, and no player has any motivation to deviate unilaterally
from the given strategy. Gupta et al. [63,64] applied such a game model to enable FD
over IoT networks.

6.2. Contract Theory

Contract theory typically studies how economic actors construct contractual agree-
ments. In FL, contract theory can be involved in designing incentive mechanisms that allow
the participants to reach a consensus after evaluating themselves. Applying contract theory
should consider the requirements of local model training, global model aggregation, and the
payment to participants. In particular, the central server firstly customizes a set of contracts
according to stipulated requirements, then the clients choose their preferred contract to
sign, complete the local model training, and upload the local model. Finally, the server
aggregates the received local models and pays the clients. As contract theory was used
to attract devices with high-quality data to join the FL in [68], it was also used by [65,69]
to encourage participants to increase their contributions for aggregation. Tian et al. [66]
conducted a comprehensive survey on incentive mechanisms based on contract theory.

However, it is very challenging to develop incentive mechanisms, based only on con-
tract theory, that achieve a high performance in a complex network environment. Therefore,
contract theory is often combined with other mechanisms to address performance issues.
For instance, the combination of contract theory and game theory was used by Lim et al. [67]
to design a hierarchical incentive mechanism for FL; multi-dimensional contracts were used
by Ding et al. [70,71] and Wu et al. [72] to effectively handle user information; blockchain
technology, on the basis of contract theory, was also applied in [73,74] to customize all
participants and to complete model aggregation. Penalties were issued to participants with
poor performance.

6.3. Fairness Theory

Fairness is desired in incentive systems. Game and contract theories focus on the
contributions that participants can provide in FL, and based on which the incentive systems
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are likely to generate unfair rewards due to the differences between devices under various
networking circumstances.

In order to minimize the unfairness and improve the overall social benefits, Qu et al. [77]
proposed a fair incentive system such that clients could truthfully report their contributions
and lossed in FL training. However, it is not practical to assume clients will be fully honest.
Therefore, Wang et al. [78] computed client contributions by deleting models. It better
reflected the value of local models in training a global model, and hence improving the
fairness of the FL, although it decreased the time efficiency for model aggregation.

Fairness is often evaluated based on reputation. Incentive mechanisms based on
reputation in FL typically estimate the customers’ reputation value regarding their behav-
iors after the training is completed. Zhao et al. [75] proposed an incentive mechanism
based on reputation for a blockchain-based FL. They initialized all participants with the
same reputation and updated the reputation after each iteration. The participants that
provided high-quality models had their reputations increased, or decreased otherwise.
Rehman et al. [79] proposed a similar scheme. Their system included three types of par-
ticipants: edge devices, fog nodes, and cloud servers. In the system proposed by Zhao
et al. [75], the leader was generated randomly, and each participant could grade the others.
Gao et al. [76] presented an incentive system that combined reputation and contribution to
avoid unfairness.

7. Security and Privacy

Security and privacy has been extremely popular in the research of both FL and
SDNs. The purpose of FL is to avoid direct access to participants’ data that threaten
privacy. However, some studies, such as [82,83], showed that inference attacks can infer
private information from gradients and parameters uploaded by the clients (gradients and
parameters are the major components in training and constructing local models), and free-
riding attacks can result in malicious devices that always contribute meaningless models
receiving a high-quality global model. Such security issues do not help to train a global
model in FL, and instead they may significantly reduce the accuracy of the final model.

The rest of this section reviews the proposed approaches related to protecting clients’
privacy and security in FL. According to the protection provided, we divide the approaches
into three categories: information encryption, decentralized FL, and intrusion detection,
as listed in Table 3.

7.1. Information Encryption

Encryption is a common method of enhancing data security and privacy. Although en-
cryption has a profound impact on various fields, we summarize the three most common
encryption methods in FL: differential privacy (DP), secure multi-party computing (SMC),
and homomorphic encryption (HE).

• Differential privacy is a common encryption method that protects privacy by adding
noise to sensitive data and parameters to cause deviations [84]. For instance, Wei et al. [85]
added Gaussian noise and adjusted its variance to protect a global DP against FL
differential attacks in a stochastic gradient descent; Geyer et al. [86] encrypted private
information by adding Gaussian noise and proposed a differential privacy scheme to
hide user contributions during FL training with less loss of model accuracy; and Tri-
astcyn et al. [87] added noise after obtaining the privacy loss boundary determined by
data distribution to provide a Bayesian differential privacy mechanism. Zhu et al. [88]
studied hybrid DP and ML algorithms in FL.
Some research showed that a trusted third party is needed to add noise to FL. This
class of approach is called global differential privacy. Global differential privacy has
the advantage that less noise is added and high accuracy global model can be achieved.
It has been applied to FL in healthcare [89] and personal [90] scenarios.
In contrast with global differential privacy, local differential privacy allows clients
to encrypt data locally before uploading it. Cao et al. [91] reported their belief that
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local differential privacy was more credible than global privacy and developed a
protection system with local differential privacy that could add Gaussian noise before
model upload to enhance the security of a power system. While Lu et al. [92] applied
local differential privacy in asynchronous FL in the field of the IoVs, Zhao et al. [93]
designed four local differential privacy mechanisms to disrupt the gradient for IoVs
away from threats. Some researchers reported believing that added noise is directly
influenced by the dimensionality of the data and that each dimension does not have
the same importance. Therefore, Liu et al. [94] proposed a Top-k concept that selects
the most crucial dimensions based on contributions, Truex et al. [95] applied local
differential privacy based on data with compressed dimensions, and Sun et al. [96]
designed a parameter shuffling system for multi-dimensional data to mitigate privacy
degradation caused by local differential privacy.

• Secure multi-party computing (SMC) is a sub-field of cryptography and can be used
to solve the problem of collaborative computing between a group of untrusted parties
under the premise of protecting private information. The application of SMC in FL
allows multiple participants to jointly calculate the value of an objective function
without revealing their own input. Zhu et al. [97] analyzed the relationship between
FL and SMC, and Bonawitz et al. [98] designed a secure communication protocol that
could specify a constant number of iterations and tolerate a number of clients exiting
the FL. Kanagavelu et al. [99] proposed a two-phase MPC-enabled FL framework,
wherein participants elected a committee to offer SMC services to reduce the over-
head of SMC and maintain the scalability of FL. In [100], Sotthiwat et al. suggested
encrypting the key parameters of multi-dimensional gradients to take advantage of
SMC encryption while limiting communication cost.

• Homomorphic encryption (HE) is a cryptographic technique based on the computa-
tional complexity of mathematical problems. Using HE in FL firstly requires clients to
encrypt their local models or parameters before uploading them to the central server,
then clients offer the central server a scheme for the encrypted data. After the central
server aggregates the data using the provided scheme and broadcasts it to the clients,
clients finally decrypt the received data to get the final model.
Gao et al. [39] proposed an end-to-end privacy protection scheme using HE for feder-
ated transfer learning, Zhou et al. in [101] combined secret sharing and HE to protect
privacy. While Zhang et al. [102] introduced HE in Bayesian approaches to protect the
privacy of vertical FL, references [103,104] added a coordinator, apart from clients and
the central server, and let the coordinator take responsibility for specifying the security
protocol including keys and processing functions. Stripelis et al. [105] proposed a
HE mechanism based on CKKS to reduce the difficulty of encryption and decryp-
tion. CKKS is an approximation HE scheme, proposed in 2017 [106]. Ma et al. [107]
designed a multi-key HE protocol on the basis of CKKS to allow collaborating partici-
pants to encrypt data with different keys and decryption.
HE is secure, but its communication loss is also significant. Many researchers believe
that communication is a bottleneck restricting the further development of HE in FL.
In order to reduce such communication costs, Zhang et al. [108] proposed encrypting
a batch of quantitative gradients at one time instead of encrypting a single gradient
with full precision. This idea could effectively reduce the total amount of ciphertext
and communication loss. Jiang et al. [109] devised a symmetric key system that
appropriately introduced sparse technology according to the encrypted object.

• Encryption combinations combine multiple encryption methods to further improve the
security of FL. The studies in [110–112] designed encryption mechanisms combining
DP and SMC. They allowed local clients to encrypt their local models or parameters
through local differential privacy before uploading, and let the central server complete
the encryption task of secure aggregation based on SMC. They found that the noise
added by local differential privacy was determined by the local clients. However,
the study in [113] put forward an encryption combination wherein the added noise
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was generated by neighboring clients, and the local clients did not know the noise
being added to their models. In addition to combining SMC and DP, the association
of HE and DP is also an outstanding encryption approach. Hao et al. [114] proposed
adding noise to each local gradient before encryption. A lightweight additive HE was
used to reduce cost, and the DP was used to avoid the threat of collusion.

Table 3. The existing studies on security mechanisms.

Approach Ref Objectives

encryption

DP
[91–95] local

differential privacy

[85–87,89,90] global
differential privacy

SMC
[98,100] high-dimensional in-

formation

[99] elect a committee

HE

[39] comparing with
secret sharing

[101,102] Paillier HE

[105] constructed
with CKKS

[103,104] third-
party encryption

[107] Multiple key HE

[108] quantify and unify

[109] symmetric key

DP+SMC [110–113] First stage: DP;
Second stage: SMC

DP+HE [114] First stage: DP;
Second stage: DP

decentralized
blockchain

[115–118] manage
FL frameworks

[119] committee consensus

[120] incorporates
re-encryption.

[121] based on
deferential data.

other [36] tree-boosting system.

[122] tree-based models

intrusion detection

[123] multiple
global models

[124,125] based on classical ML

[126] introduce teachers
and students.

[127–130] deep
learning detection

[131,132] edge
devices collaboration

[133] decentralized
asynchronous FL
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7.2. Decentralized Federated Learning

The central server is necessary for classical FL approaches to publish tasks and aggre-
gate models. However, a reliable and fair central server trusted by all clients is difficult to
find, in reality. Moreover, the central server may collude with some clients to leak the pri-
vacy of other devices, thus, leading to decentralized FL approaches for privacy protection.

Blockchain is a popular technology in decentralized FL. Blockchain originated from
Bitcoin. Blockchain has the characteristics of openness and transparency and can replace
the third-party server in FL. Rahman et al. [115] presented a fully decentralized hybrid
FL framework. They employed blockchain to manage the devices participating in FL and
to protect clients from the threats of tampering and unauthorization. They also provided
a framework supporting HE and SMC encryption. Majeed et al. [116] proposed an FL
architecture based on blockchain. The proposed architecture could store the results of each
iteration and prevent models from being poisoned by attacks. Li et al. [119] proposed a
committee consensus mechanism in charge of model checking and aggregating to avoid
the attacks of malicious nodes with slightly increased cost. Qi et al. [117] introduced
blockchain-based FL in IoVs, where workers voted a miner to supervise the aggregation in
each iteration. This miner had the ability to stop unreliable updates. Similarly, Li et al. [120],
Mugunthan et al. [118], and Lu et al. [121] studied blockchain technology to protect privacy
in FL. Decentralized FL also was also shown to be usable in improving digital currency
price prediction in blockchain [12,13].

Current research also proposed some decentralized FL approaches that did not rely
on blockchain. For instance, Cheng et al. [36] proposed a lossless tree-boosting system
for vertical FL. It could protect the privacy of clients without reducing the accuracy of the
model. Wu et al. [122] proposed a privacy protection mechanism based on decision trees.
The mechanism included two encryption methods, HE and SMC. It could be extended to
train random forest and gradient boosting decision tree models.

7.3. Intrusion Detection Mechanism

Intrusion detection is an effective measure to find threats in time and to improve
system security. Intrusion detection typically relies on ML to train models for anomaly
identification. However, the training of models generally requires a large amount of
attacked data. Since FL can handle a large volume of data without data sharing, intrusion
detection problems can be well addressed using FL approaches.

Li et al. [127] considered an industrial cyber–physical system covering multiple differ-
ent networks and consisting of multiple intelligent subsystems including cloud computing
and industrial control systems. They involved the deep learning of participants to train lo-
cal intrusion detection models. The cloud server took charge of the aggregation to produce
a global intrusion detection model. The global intrusion detection model was trained by
a massive volume of attached data from distinct networks, and its efficiency in detecting
anomalies was much higher than those local models trained by local data. In reference [128],
Zhao et al. applied a long short-term memory (LSTM) to train intrusion detection models
over a FL structure, while Schneble et al. [124] considered possible attacks, including denial
of service, data modification, data injection, and eavesdropping, and proposed an intrusion
detection system using FL for medical cybe–physical systems; Sun et al. [123] suggested
a segmented FL intrusion detection approach that maintained multiple global models.
Participants were evaluated after a certain number of rounds. While the participants with
good performance could stay and train continuously, the ones with poor performance
would be moved to other branch to initialize new, centralized FL training.

Liu et al. [131] proposed a collaborative intrusion detection approach that relied on de-
centralized FL. The approach relied on blockchain to improve the efficiency and security in
intrusion detection model training. Ren et al. [125] replaced the central aggregation server
with blockchain and designed an intrusion detection algorithm for lightweight network
devices. They constructed an intrusion detection model with five support vector machines.
Wittkopp et al. [126] introduced the teacher–student concept in their intrusion detection
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system wherein clients chose to be a teacher or student. The teacher model (well-trained
model) would extract available data locally to train student models. They showed that the
blockchain was capable of replacing the central aggregation server. Mothukuri et al. [129]
took advantage of the data from decentralized devices to detect intrusions. The local models
were trained based on a gated recurrent unit algorithm. Similarly, Attota et al. [132], Preuve-
neers et al. [130], and Cui et al. [133] also designed related intrusion detection schemes
based on decentralized FL and used generative adversarial networks to improve efficiency.

8. Global Model Aggregation

Global model aggregation is one of the most important components in the process of
FL. Aggregation determines the overall performance of FL. In this section, we discuss the
performance of global model aggregation from three perspectives: aggregation algorithms,
communication efficiency, and node selection. We summarize the relevant research in
Table 4.

8.1. Aggregation Algorithms

Aggregation algorithms play a major role in FL. They directly influence the perfor-
mance of the global models. Current research has proposed many aggregation algorithms,
for instance, multi-party secure computing and the homomorphic encryption, mentioned
above. Since weight-based aggregation has been widely used in current research, the rest
of this section focuses on aggregation approaches based on weights.

Table 4. The existing research on improving aggregation performance.

Approach Ref Description

aggregation

Reputation [134,135] calculate
clients reputation

FedAvg [136] counting data amount

timeliness [137] time-
weighted aggregation

FedCA-TDD
[138]

data class on clients

FedCA-VSA accuracy
on validation

FedMA [139]

model distanceFedDist [140]

FedAtt [141]

communication

quantization [142–145] quantized before
upload

sparseness
[146–148] Top-k

[149] correct errors
in aggregation

other

[150] federated dropout

[151] signal superposition

[152] maximum
mean discrepancy
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Table 4. Cont.

Approach Ref Description

nodes selection

Probability [143,153] probabilistic selection

capacity

[154] client CUP, memory

[155] data volume

[156–159] communication,
computing

[160] training delay

reputation [161,162] local
model performance

malicious [163] malicious behavior

FedAvg is shorthand for a federated averaging algorithm. It is based on a stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) algorithm that was proposed in [136] by Google. It has become a
classic FL aggregation algorithm in current literature. In FedAvg, each local model is given
a weight by the central server based on the amount of local data contributing to the local
training. The global model is aggregated by weighting local models.

Time efficiency is the time cost in training a local model for a client. Time efficiency
also can be used to generate weights, besides the amount of data. Chen et al. [137] proposed
considering the amount of local data together with the time efficiency of training the local
model to generate weights for the aggregation of the global model in an asynchronous
FL approach. The higher time efficiency a local model has, the larger the weight the local
model has in the global model aggregation.

Reputation-enabled aggregation gives weights to local models based on their reputa-
tions. The reputation of a client can be computed variously. Wang et al. [134] reported their
belief that clients with more contributions deserved higher weights during FL aggregation.
They designed an aggregation method based on clients’ reputation that was influenced by
clients’ contribution in each iteration. They also only allowed the customers with reputation
reaching the predefined threshold to participate in aggregating global models. The central
server calculated the ecological distribution of reputation from qualified clients to assign
weights. Deng et al. [135] designed a similar aggregation algorithm. They let the central
server set the aggregation weight according to the learning quality of the nodes. The learning
quality of the node was calculated by the global loss of the training model and current node
loss. They also introduced a forgetting function in consideration of freshness of nodes.

FedCA-TDD and FedCA-VSA are the approaches proposed by Ma et al. in [138].
Ma et al. reported that aggregating local models by averaging could not achieve a good
enough global model, especially for non-independent and identically distributed (non-iid)
data. They designed two schemes to redistribute weights. FedCA-TDD set weights based on
the number of different classes of data on clients, while FedCA-VSA calculated the accuracy
of the local models based on validation data set to determine the corresponding weight.

FedMA is an aggregation approach proposed by Wang et al. [139]. FedMA considers
the non-iid data and the mismatch between data and local models. FedMA applied
a convolutional neural network (CNN) and LSTM. FedMA matched and averaged the
neurons and hidden parameters of the neural network model layer by layer. FedMA was
demonstrated to be suitable for aggregating models with data bias.

FedDist is an aggregation approach proposed by Sannara et al. in [140]. It also
considered non-iid data, and its local models were sent to the central server for model
aggregation based on weights. However, FedDist generated weights through computing
the Euclidean distance between client models and the specific neurons added. Compared
with FedAvg and FedMA, FedDist had better generalization accuracy.
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FedAtt was proposed by Ji et al. in [141]. It considered the contribution of a client
model to the global model. Weights were assigned to minimize the distance between the
server model and the client models.

8.2. Communication Efficiency

Since the aggregation in FL has to coordinate the central server and participants to
exchange models and parameters, communication plays a major role in global aggregation
in FL. Efficient communication can greatly reduce the entire time cost in aggregating a global
model. Given the same time duration, FL with high communication efficiency may train a
global model with higher quality due to completing more iterations. Gradient quantization
and gradient sparseness are two major approaches to improving communication efficiency.
Gradient refers to the derivatives of functions, and captures the local slopes of functions.
In ML, gradients can be used to predict the effect of taking a small step from a point in any
direction [164]. In FL, gradients are the major parameters of local models that need to be
transferred to the central server for global model aggregation.

Gradient quantization is a common method of compressing gradients. Konečný et al. [142]
proposed two schemes to reduce communication overhead. One was called sketched
updates. It compressed the trained model through a combination of quantization, random
rotation, and subsampling before uploading the model to the central server. The other
allowed updates from restricted space and using few variables. Reisizadeh et al. [143]
also considered compressing information in a quantitative way. Mills et al. [144] provided
CE-FedAvg to quansify modela and reduce the number of communication rounds to reduce
communication cost. An effective and proven optimizer named Adam [165] was introduced.
Sun et al. [145] utilized lazily aggregated quantized (LAQ) gradients to reduce the amount
of data uploaded by the nodes.

Gradient sparseness is also a popular data compression scheme. Liu et al. [146]
proposed a Top-k selection-based gradient compression scheme in their proposed anomaly
detection framework, where only gradients with a certain degree of importance could be
uploaded. Similarly, Sattler et al. [147] proposed sparse ternary compression (STC) that
extended the existing Top-k gradient sparse compression technology. They considered the
compression of the uplink (client to server) and downlink (server to client) communication,
and the robustness of the system. Li et al. [149] focused on the accuracy after compressing
data through gradient sparseness. They developed the general gradient sparse (GGS)
framework to correct errors in FL aggregation process. In the study presented in [148],
Han et al. proposed a fairness-aware bidirectional Top-k GS (FABtop-k) approach, giving
to k the sparsity that directly affected the cost of communication.

Besides gradient quantization and gradient sparseness, there are also other solutions
that can reduce the amount of communication data. Yang et al. [151] utilized the signal
superimposition characteristics of multiple access channels and combined computation
and communication to improve communication efficiency. Caldas et al. [150] followed the
idea of dropout, proposed in [166], to decrease communication cost. They let clients train
a smaller sub-model (the subset of the global model) instead of training an update to the
global model. In reference [152], Yao et al. introduced maximum mean discrepancy (MMD)
to allow the FL to have high-quality communication without sacrificing accuracy.

8.3. Nodes Selection

Nodes selection is the selection of clients for participation in FL. Nodes selection is
significant for FL, because the number of participants in FL may be huge, coordinating
all participants is time consuming. Since more participants do not always lead to better
global models in practice, what FL approaches really need is clients that contribute high-
quality data and models. Therefore, nodes selection is extremely critical in achieving
high-quality global models and reducing communication cost. Currently proposed nodes
selection mechanisms are typically based on the probability, node capacity, node reputation,
and malicious nodes.
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Probability mechanisms take advantage of probability to determine the nodes partici-
pating in FL. It is simply and easily implemented. Reisizadeh et al. [143] randomly selected
the clients participating in FL to reduce the aggregation overhead. However, it did not help
the FL to improve the global model’s performance, as the nodes were randomly selected.
Chen et al. [153] assigned participants higher probabilities of participating in FL aggrega-
tion if the local models provided had more influence on the global model. Although their
probabilities were slim, the nodes with small probabilities still had a chance to participate
in FL aggregation.

Node capacity-based selection mechanisms choose the nodes with stronger resources
and computation capabilities to participate in FL, since the nodes with larger capacity
generally can train better local models in a shorter time. AbdulRahman et al. [154] proposed
to involve a linear regression algorithm to predict the clients’ CPU and memory usage
and determine whether or not the clients were eligible to participate in FL aggregation.
He et al. [160] selected the nodes with low delay in local model training and local model
transmission to participate in FL. In the research of [155], Gupta et al. utilized data
volume, computation power, and network bandwidth as parameters to calculate the most
suitable clients for FL aggregation. Chen et al. [156] considered computing resources and
communication conditions to evaluate participants in their asynchronous FL approach.
Similarly, references [157–159] made use of computing resources and communication
conditions to make decisions.

Node reputation-based selection approaches estimate the contribution of nodes as the
nodes’ reputations before aggregation. However, it is difficult to evaluate the contribution
of a node in an iteration or with all its historical contributions after aggregation as the
reputational basis of nodes for selection. Kang et al. [161] used the efficiency of participants
to determine reputation, and Wang et al. [162] compared a local model with other local
models, such that the node reputation was determined by the results of these comparisons.

Malicious nodes are not allowed to participate in FL as they can cause catastrophic
damage to the aggregation. Therefore, it is necessary to eliminate malicious participants,
and Li et al. [163] designed a framework for detecting and preventing harmful clients from
joining FL aggregation.

9. Future Research Direction

This section further summarizes the potential research directions in the future research
of FL over SDNs.

9.1. Estimating Participants

Since it is critical to encourage different parties to contribute their data and partici-
pate in FL to improve the quality and performance of FL, while such encouragement is
typically based on the estimation of data and models provided by a participant, how to
estimate participants is significant for FL. Although currently proposed FL approaches
use contribution, reputation, and fairness to estimate a participant, such methods often
rely on a pre-define strategy to compute the contribution, reputation, and fairness—no
widely accepted strategies have been provided—thus, it is almost impossible to measure
the correctness of such strategies. Therefore, participant evaluation is still an open issue in
future FL research.

When applying FL over SDNs, controllers in SDN control planes are the participants
of FL because they can use the open and standardized protocols and specifications to
collaborate with other controllers and switches. Therefore, being a controller becomes a
dimension by which to estimate the contribution of a participant [167]. Such estimation
can provide guidance for the reward distribution in the incentive mechanism, the weight
of FL aggregation, and the selection of nodes. Besides considering the amount of training
data provided and the performances of local models, evaluating local controllers should
also consider computation loss, time loss, and the distance between the local model and
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the global model. The data shift between data sets and the fairness in the evaluation also
should be considered [135].

9.2. Anomaly Detection

As more and more organizations and industries, such as healthcare, manufacturing,
finance, and retail provide valuable information and services online, their systems and
infrastructure are faced with a growing number of anomaly attacks. These attacks aim to
disrupt services and steal sensitive or competitive information, user credentials, and so
on. Since FL aims to protect data privacy, FL approaches are more frequently involved in
generating models and completing tasks for such organizations and industries. Therefore,
FL approaches are often subject to anomaly attacks.

Anomaly detection can identify anomaly attacks, and has been studied in diverse
research areas and domains. Chandola et al. conducted a comprehensive survey on
anomaly detection techniques, approaches, and applications [168]. Although anomaly
detection typically includes two parts: detection of anomalous flows and detection of
anomalous equipment, the challenge is defining anomalous behaviors in a dynamic manner
in evolving environments [168]. Although anomalies can be detected using conventional
anomaly detection methods, applying deep ML algorithms to detect anomalies is a hot topic
in current research [169,170]. As deep ML algorithms, such as artificial neural networks,
are widely used in FL to train local models and aggregate global models, using FL to detect
anomalies is an improvement to data privacy, model accuracy, and detection efficiency.
Besides, detecting anomalies is also the first layer of filtering participants, such that the
devices with anomalous behaviors should never be aggregated by participating in FL.
When applying FL over SDNs, SDN architecture has its own security issues. For instance,
flow table overflow attacks can cause switches to fail [171]. Accordingly, anomaly detection
should consider these security issues in both FL and SDNs.

9.3. Improving the Scalability of FL over SDN

As FL approaches are distributed ML methods, scalability is the big benefit. However,
the main obstacle in scaling FL is the significant communication cost regarding the number
of communication rounds and the amount of exchanged data per round between the central
server and participants. Compressing the transmission information can effectively reduce
the amount of exchanged data per round given the total rounds unchanged. However,
compression algorithms are computation resource-consuming [172]. When applying com-
pression algorithms in FL, we have to balance computational resource and bandwidth
usage. To significantly reduce the number of communication rounds, edge computing may
be applied to trade-off local computation for less communication via local updates and one
step of synchronization for global convergence.

Regarding the scalability of FL over SDN, a distributed control plane with layer-
organized controllers is a good choice. Local controllers in the lower layer can act as the
edge computing servers to take more responsibility in running data compression algorithms
and to reduce the total rounds of a FL approach.

Developing data compression algorithms for SDN networks can take the advantage
of SDN’s open and standardized protocols and specification and provide a general way
to compress information between the central server and the participants in FL. Data com-
pression can be seen as a type of data encryption. However, data encryption always adds
extra burden to hosts, links, and controllers. The higher the security of an encryption
mechanism, the larger the bandwidth the mechanism consumes. Designing information
encryption algorithms in FL has to balance the resource consumed and the enhancement of
the confidentiality of the data [173].

10. Conclusions

In this survey we have discussed the major challenges, technologies, and solutions in
applying FL over SDNs, and have aimed to provide a comprehensive overview of the state
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of the art in FL technologies in the current literature. After giving the basic concepts and
major components of FL and SDN architecture, we highlighted that applying FL over SDNs
could encourage more participants to contribute more data and resources, and provide
more flexible and effective mechanisms for participant collaborations. Motivated by these
advantages, we summarized three major challenges, including incentive mechanisms for
participants, privacy and security strategies for parameter communication, and aggrega-
tion algorithms for the generation of high-performance global models when applying FL
over SDNs. For each of the challenges, we surveyed the related mechanisms, solutions,
and related applications, and discussed their advantages and disadvantages. Since FL
is a class of distributed ML approaches relying on participants to contribute their data,
to train local models, and to share local models, we further suggested that estimation of the
contributions, reputations, and fairness of participants encouraging more participants with
high-quality data and resources is still the primary concern in current research. As FL is of-
ten used to provide data privacy in many user scenarios with sensitive data, FL approaches
are typically subject to anomaly attacks more frequently than are other ML approaches.
As SDNs also have their own security issues, how to design anomaly detection approaches
for FL approaches over SDNs has become significant to future research. Since scalability is
always a concern for distributed approaches, we have suggested applying FL over SDNs
with layer-organized, distributed control planes, together with data compression and edge
computing technology, to effectively scale FL approaches over SDNs.
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